ARTS, HUMANITIES, and INTERNATIONAL

Scholarly Editions and Scholarly Translations
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)

Notice seeking proposals from collaborative teams who are editing, annotating, and translating foundational humanities texts that are vital to scholarship but are currently inaccessible or only available in inadequate editions or translations.

Applications are due November 30, 2022. An estimated 19 to 20 awards with a ceiling of $300,000 are anticipated.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

Digital Humanities Advancement Grants
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH)

Notice seeking proposals for innovative, experimental, and/or computationally challenging digital projects leading to work that can scale to enhance scholarly research, teaching, and public programming in the humanities. Matching funds are required for some levels of funding.

Applications are due January 12, 2023. An estimated 16 awards are anticipated.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

Inspire! Grants for Small Museums (2023)
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS)

Notice seeking proposals designed to support small museums of all disciplines in project-based efforts to serve the public through exhibitions, educational/interpretive programs, digital learning resources, policy development and institutional planning, technology enhancements, professional development, community outreach, audience development, and/or collections management, curation, care, and conservation. It has three project categories: Lifelong Learning, Institutional Capacity, Collections Stewardship and Public Access.

Applications are due November 15, 2022. Awards of $5,000 to $50,000 support projects lasting to two years.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

Museum Grants for African American History and Culture (2023)
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS)

Notice seeking proposals designed to build the capacity of African American museums and support the growth and development of museum professionals at African American museums.

Applications are due November 15, 2022. Awards range from $5,000 to $500,000. There is a 1:1 cost share requirement for grants of more than $100,000.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

Museums Empowered (2023)
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS)
Notice seeking proposals designed to support projects that use the transformative power of professional development and training to generate systemic change within museums of all types and sizes.

Applications are due November 15, 2022. Awards of $5,000 to $250,000 are available to support projects lasting up to three years. Cost share in an amount that is equal to or greater than the amount of the federal award is required.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

Museums for America (2023)
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS)

Notice seeking applications to support museums of all sizes and disciplines in strategic, project-based efforts to serve the public through exhibitions, educational/interpretive programs, digital learning resources, professional development, community debate and dialogue, audience-focused studies, and/or collections management, curation, care, and conservation. Museums for America has three project categories: Lifelong Learning; Community Engagement; and Collections Stewardship and Access.

Applications are due November 15, 2022. Awards range from $5,000 to $250,000. Cost share of at least one to one is required.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

National Leadership Grants for Museums (2023)
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS)

Notice seeking applications support projects that address critical needs of the museum field and that have the potential to advance practice in the profession to strengthen museum services for the American public.

Applications are due November 15, 2022. An estimated 15 awards with a maximum amount of $750,000 is available. Cost share of at least one to one is required for Non-Research Grants.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

Native American-Native Hawaiian Museum Services (2023)
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS)

Notice seeking proposals designed to support Indian tribes and organizations that primarily serve and represent Native Hawaiians in sustaining heritage, culture, and knowledge through exhibitions, educational services and programming, workforce professional development, organizational capacity building, and collections stewardship.

Applications are due November 15, 2022. An estimated 26 awards with a ceiling of $100,000 are available. Collaborative opportunities may exist for colleges and universities.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

EDUCATION and ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Fund for The Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE): Postsecondary Success Program, Assistance Listing Number (ALN) 84.116M
Department of Education (Education), Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)

Notice seeking proposals for funds to aid in degree completion, whether for students currently enrolled in
higher education, students who are no longer enrolled because of challenges they faced during the COVID-19 pandemic and close to completion, or both.

Applications are due October 11, 2022. An estimated $4.95 million is available to fund eight awards.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Federal Register

NRCS’s Wetland Mitigation Banking Program for Federal Fiscal Year 2022
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)

Notice seeking proposals for the development and establishment of mitigation banks and banking opportunities solely for agricultural producers with wetlands subject to the wetland conservation compliance provisions of the Food Security Act of 1985.

Applications are due October 10, 2022. An estimated $5 million is available to fund 5 to 10 awards.

LINKS: Grants.gov

FY 2023 AmeriCorps State and National Grants
AmeriCorps (AmeriCorps)

Notice seeking applications that improves lives, strengthens communities, and fosters civic engagement through service and volunteering. AmeriCorps brings people together to tackle some of the country’s most pressing challenges through national service and volunteerism.

Applications are due January 4, 2023.

LINKS: Grants.gov

USDA-NRCS Regional Conservation Partnership Program Critical Conservation Area Nutrient Management Grants for Federal fiscal year (FY) 2022
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)

Notice seeking applications that help producers achieve conservation benefits through more efficient nutrient management. Nutrient management activities are eligible under CCA water quality priority resource concerns.

Applications are due October 31, 2022. Approximately $40 million is available to fund seven awards.

LINKS: Grants.gov

Minority Owned Business Collider: Business Opps with the Federal Government
Department of Defense (Defense)

Notice announcing a meeting of the Minority Owned Business Collider: Business Opps with the Federal Government. The purpose is to focus on learning how to do business with the Federal Government. We have several strategic partners presenting in this Collider who are valuable resources for Minority Owned Businesses. If you are ready to take your business to the next level and exploring opportunities with the Federal Government, you do not want to miss this Collider.

The hybrid meeting will be held August 25, 2022 at 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Wright Brothers Institute - 444, 444 E 2nd St. Dayton, OH 45402 (in-person). There is no cost. Registration can be found at https://www.eventbrite.com/e/minority-owned-business-collider-business-ops-with-the-federal-government-tickets-399123778967
Funding Opportunities

**HEALTH and MENTAL HEALTH**

Maternal Health Research Centers of Excellence (U54 Clinical Trial Optional)
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

Notice seeking proposals to join the Maternal Health Research Centers of Excellence initiative, to generate innovative approaches to address preventable maternal mortality, decrease severe maternal morbidity, and promote maternal health equity in partnership with communities that are most affected.

Applications are due December 5, 2022. An estimated five to seven awards with a ceiling of $1.75 million are anticipated.

**Service Area Competition**
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

Notice seeking proposals from domestic public or private, nonprofit community-based and patient-directed organizations to provide primary health care services to the Nation’s medically underserved populations.

Applications are due October 11, 2022. An estimated $162 million is available to fund 50 awards.

Limited Submission: Applicants must serve a SAAT zip code.

**AHRQ Conference Grant Programs (R13)**
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

Notice seeking applications for supporting conferences through the AHRQ Single-Year and Multiple-Year Conference grant programs (R13). AHRQ seeks to support conferences that help further its mission to produce evidence to make health care safer, higher quality, more accessible, equitable and affordable, and to work with HHS and other partners to make sure the evidence is understood and used.

Applications are due December 12, 2022.

**Chemical Countermeasures Research Program (CCRP) Initiative: Basic Research on The Deleterious Effects of Acute Exposure to Ultra-Potent Synthetic (UPS) Opioids (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)**
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

Notice seeking applications to support transformative research to identify and validate mechanisms, signaling pathways, and therapeutic targets, for understanding and reversing the effects of an overdose and the observed toxicities caused by acute Ultra-Potent Synthetic (UPS) opioid exposure.

Applications are due annually on November 17. Program expires November 20, 2024. Optional letters of intent are due 30 days before the application due date. Approximately $2.5 million is available to fund six awards.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Consortium on Translational Research in Early Detection of Liver Cancer: Translational Research Centers (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), National Cancer Institute (NCI)

Notice seeking applications for a Liver Cancer Consortium focused on advancing translational research in the early detection of liver cancer. Translational Research Centers (TRCs) will conduct studies to improve the surveillance of liver cancer in members of high-risk populations, increase the fraction of liver cancer detected at an early stage, and better stratify patients at risk of developing liver cancer.

Applications are due November 7, 2022. Optional letters of intent are due 30 days prior to the application due date. Approximately $4.4 million is available to fund up to five awards.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

HEAL Initiative: Development and validation of virtual assessments to study children and caregivers in their natural environment
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

Notice seeking applications that will establish validated virtual measures of sociocultural, biobehavioral and environmental mechanisms that underlie trajectories of substance use, substance use exposures, and substance use disorders.

Applications are due February 3, 2023 for Clinical Studies Not Allowed. Applications are due February 7, 2023 for Basic Experimental Studies with Humans. Approximately $7.5 million is available to fund 8 to 12 awards.

LINKS: Grants.gov (R01-Clinical Trial Not Allowed), Grants.gov (R01-Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required), Solicitation

Integrative Research to Understand the Impact of Sex Differences on the Molecular Determinants of AD Risk and Responsiveness to Treatment (U01 Clinical Trial Optional)
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), National Institute on Aging (NIA)

Notice seeking proposals that apply a cross-disciplinary and team science approach to gain a comprehensive mechanistic understanding of the impact of sex differences on the molecular trajectories of brain aging on the phenotypes of risk and resilience to Alzheimer's disease (AD) and AD-related dementias, and on the molecular determinants underlying responsiveness to pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic interventions.

Applications are due November 11, 2022. Multiple awards are anticipated.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Solicitation

Javits Neuroscience Investigator Award Extension Request (Type 4 Clinical Trial Optional)
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)

Notice seeking applications to provide extended grant support to investigators with a history of exceptional performance and outstanding productivity. The objective of the NINDS Javits Award is to allow recipients to obtain up to seven years of support in two segments: The initial phase of up to four years, and a second phase, providing an additional three years of support.

Applications are due September 15, 2022.
Links: Grants.gov, Solicitation

Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Infant and Maternal Mortality
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

Notice announcing a meeting of the Advisory Committee on Infant and Maternal Mortality (ACIMM). The purpose is to advise the Secretary of HHS on department activities, partnerships, policies, and programs directed at reducing infant mortality, maternal mortality and severe maternal morbidity, and improving the health status of infants and women before, during, and after pregnancy.

The meeting will be held September 13, 2022, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Central Time (CT); September 14, 2022, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. CT; and September 15, 2022, 9 a.m.-12 p.m. CT. The meeting will be held at Mystic Lake Center, 2400 Mystic Lake Blvd. NW, Prior Lake, MN.

Links: Federal Register, Agency Site

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics

Advisory Committee for Environmental Research and Education; Notice of Meeting
National Science Foundation (NSF)

Notice announcing a meeting of the Advisory Committee for Environmental Research and Education with the following agenda: updates on agency support for environmental research and activities; discussion with NSF Director and Assistant Directors; and plan for future advisory committee activities.

The meeting will be held virtually on September 20, 2022 from 11:00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., and September 21 from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. ET.

Links: Federal Register, Agency Site

National Artificial Intelligence Research Resource Task Force; Notice of Meeting
National Science Foundation (NSF)

Notice announcing a meeting of the National Artificial Intelligence Research Resource Task Force to receive readouts from working-group discussions held on the topics of security controls and the user portal; resource allocation, usage policies, and evaluation processes; and associated issues of environmental sustainability, international collaboration, and legal considerations.

The meeting will be held virtually on September 12, 2022 from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ET.

Links: Federal Register, Agency Site

Ice Control for Cold Environments (ICE)
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Department of Defense (Defense), Biological Technologies Office (BTO)

Notice seeking proposals to develop solutions for Department of Defense (DoD) operational challenges in extreme cold weather by discovering and optimizing biologically sourced or inspired molecules to enable tuned inhibition or nucleation of ice crystallization, propagation, and adhesion.

Abstracts are due September 22, 2022. Proposals are due November 8, 2022. Multiple awards are anticipated.

Links: Grants.gov, Solicitation
Naval Engineering Education Consortium (NEEC) Broad Agency Announcement for FY23
Navy (Navy), Department of Defense (Defense)

Notice seeking proposals to cultivate a world-class naval engineering workforce through student participation in project-based research conducted at colleges and universities.

Applications are due October 15, 2022. Multiple awards with a first-year ceiling of approximately $150,000 are anticipated.

LINKS: Grants.gov, Agency Site

Research, Development, and Demonstration Funding Opportunity Announcement (FY 2022)

Notice seeking applications to advance cybersecurity tools and technologies specifically designed to reduce cyber risks to energy delivery infrastructure. This effort will lead to next generation tools and technologies not available today that will become widely adopted throughout the energy sector to reduce a cyber incident disruption to energy delivery.

Required concept papers are due September 12, 2022. Approximately $45 million is available to fund up to 14 awards. Cost sharing is required.

LINKS: Grants.gov

Advisory Committee for Biological Sciences
National Science Foundation (NSF)

Notice announcing a meeting of the Advisory Committee for Biological Sciences. The purpose of the meeting is to provide advice and recommendations concerning major program emphases, directions, and goals for the research-related activities of the divisions that make up BIO.

The meeting will be held September 13, 2022, 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. ET and September 14, 2022, 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. ET at 2415 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, VA. The meeting is hybrid.

LINKS: Federal Register

President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology
Department of Energy (Energy)

Notice announcing a meeting of the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology to discuss and consider for approval a report with recommendations for implementing the CHIPS and Science Act funds that are specifically appropriated for semiconductor research and development.

The meeting will be held virtually on September 7, 2022 from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. ET.

LINKS: Federal Register, Agency Site